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Abstract: This paper will investigate a method to achieve the exact solution of special type of nonlinear partial differential 

equations (NLPDEs) involving mixed partial derivatives. This proposed method named as Laplace substitution - Variation 

iteration method (LS-VIM). The method exploits the properties of Laplace substitution method and the Variational iteration 

method to find the exact solution for Goursat problem involving mixed partial derivatives. In addition, this paper emphasizes 

the effectiveness of the LS-VIM by solving two examples. The results show that the exact solution can be achieved from a 

single iteration of the propose method. 
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1. Introduction 

Nonlinear phenomena have important effects on various 

fields of applied mathematics and science. These phenomena 

frequently modeled through NLPDEs. NLPDEs involving 

mixed partial derivatives occur naturally in different fields of 

science, physics and engineering. The comprehensive 

applicability of these equations has gained so much attention 

from many mathematicians and scientists. However, it is still 

a huge problem to get the exact or approximate solutions for 

most models of these equations. 

The Goursat partial differential equation arises in linear 

and nonlinear PDFs with mixed derivatives in the study of 

wave phenomena and it considered as a second order 

hyperbolic partial differential equation [1, 3, 5]. The standard 

form of the Goursat problems is given by: 

u�� � f�x, t, u, u�,u�
				,			0  x  a				, 0  t  b          (1) 

u�x, 0	� � g�x�	, u�0	, t� � h�x�                  (2) 

g�0� � h�0� � u�0,0	�                        (3) 

Many numerical methods were established for solving the 

nonlinear type of Goursat problem such as Adomian 

decomposition method(ADM) [1], Homotopy analysis 

method(HAM) [9], Variation iteration method (VIM) [10], 

Two-dimensional differential transform method [8], Modified 

Variational iteration methods [6], Reduced differential 

transform method (RDTM) [7] and Finite Difference Method 

(FDM) [14]. All these methods have reached the exact 

solution for solving Goursat problems. 

As mentioned above, VIM was used to solve PDE 

numerically. Benefitting the exciting features of this method, 

it combined with Laplace transformation method to solve 

NLPDE's with a single variable of interest. This combination 

called The Laplace transform – Variation iteration method 

which was applied successfully and efficiently to solve 

NLPDEs [2]. However, this method is restricted in solving 

NLPDEs with one variable only. 

In this paper, a new method is developed to solve special 

type of NLPDEs with two variables. This method is consists 

of combining the Laplace Substitution Method (LSM) with 

the VIM to solve NLPDEs that include two variables. The 
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Laplace Substitution Method (LSM) [4, 11-14] has been used 

to solve linear and nonlinear PDEs involving combined 

partial derivatives. The proposed combined method named as 

LS-VIM. This paper aims to investigate the applicability and 

the effectiveness of the suggested method to find the exact 

solution of Goursat NLPDE. The LS-VIM will be proposed 

in section 2. Furthermore, in section 3 LS-VIM will apply in 

two NLPDEs examples involving mixed partial derivatives. 

Some conclusions will be given in the last section. 

2. Laplace Substitution – Variational 

Iteration Method 

Laplace substitution is a mathematical technique used to 

solve a nonlinear equation with two independent variables. 

However, the solution reach a complex term that is difficult 

to solve. Therefore, the Laplace substitution method is 

combined with the VIM to simplified the solution and reach 

the exact solution. The aim of this section is to introduce the 

steps of achieving the LS-VIM for nonlinear partial 

differential equations involving mixed partial derivatives. 

The general form for the nonlinear, inhomogeneous partial 

differential equation rolling mixed partial derivatives and the 

initial conditions are shown as below: 

Lu�x, t� + Ru�x, t� + Nu�x, t� = h�x, t�                (4) 

u�x, 0� = f�x�,				u��0, t� = g�t�                     (5) 

Where	L = ��
����  , Ru(x,y) is the remaining linear operator, 

Nu represents a general nonlinear differential operator  and 

h(x,y) is the source term.  

Equation (4) can written in the following form: 

��	�
���� + Ru�x, t� + Nu�x, t� = h�x, t�                 (6) 

�
�� �

��
��� + Ru�x, t� + Nu�x, t� = h�x, t�             (7) 

Substituting 
��
�� = U 

in equation (7), we get: 

��
�� + Ru�x, t� + 	Nu�x, t� = h�x, t�                (8) 

Taking Laplace transform for equation (8) in respect with 

x, we get: 

L ����� + L!Ru�x, t�" + L!Nu�x, t�" = L!h�x, t�"         (9) 

sU�s, t� − U�0, t� = L�%h�x, t� − Ru�x, t� − Nu�x, t�&  (10) 

U�s, t� = '
( g�t� + '

( L�%h�x, t� − Ru�x, t� − Nu�x, t�&  (11) 

By taking the inverse Laplace transform for equation (11) with respect to x we get: 

U�x, t� = g�t� + L�)' �'
( L�%h�x, t� − Ru�x, t� − Nu�x, t�&�                                                  (12) 

Resubstitute the value of U�x, t� in equation (12), we get: 

����,��
�� = g�t� + L�)' �'

( L�%h�x, t� − Ru�x, t� − Nu�x, t�&�                                                 (13) 

Taking the Laplace transform of equation (13) with respect to t we get: 

su�x, s� = f�x� + L� �g�t� + L�)' �'
( L�%h�x, t� − Ru�x, t� − Nu�x, t�&�                                    (14) 

u�x, s� = '
( f�x� + '

( L� �g�t� + L�)' �'
( L�%h�x, t� − Ru�x, t� − Nu�x, t�&�                                  (15) 

Taking the inverse Laplace transform of equation (15) with respect to t, we get: 

u�x, t� = f�x� + L�)' �'( L�g�t� + L�)' �'
( L�%h�x, t� − Ru�x, t� − Nu�x, t�&�                                   (16) 

Derivative by 
��	�
���� both sides of (16), we have: 

u���x, t� − ��	�
���� f�x� − ��	�

���� *L�)' �'( L�g�t� + L�)' �'
( L�%h�x, t� − Ru�x, t� − Nu�x, t�&� +                       (17) 

Using Langrange multiplier, the stationary conditions   1 + λ	 = 0 follow immediately. This gives λ	 = −1. 

Then the correction function of the iteration method: 

u./'�x, t� =
u.�x, t� − 0 0 ��u.��1�x, ε� − ��	�

���� f�x� − ��	�
���� %		L�)'�'( L��	g�t�	– L�)'�	'( L�	%h�x, t�– Ru�x, t� − Nu�x, t�&���&	�	dξ��

6
�
6      (18) 

The solution of Goursat problem presented in (6) is obtained (17) with the correction function (18). Finally, the solution 

u(x,t) is given by: 

u�x, t� = lim.→; u.�x, t�                                                                            (19) 
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3. Applications 

Two examples are selected to evaluate the proposed 

method. These examples are used by previous authors to 

evaluate and explain their solutions [1, 6-10, 14], for that 

reason the same trend was followed in this paper. At the end 

of each example, the resulted solution is compared to the 

results obtained from previous references. The Langrange 

multiplier used in the solved example was λ= -1. In this 

section, we will apply the proposed LS-VIM to find the exact 

solution of the nonlinear Goursat problem. 

3.1. Example 1 

In this example, a nonlinear inhomogeneous Goursat 

problem used to check the efficiency of the LS-VIM. The 

used equation in this example is consist of two variables x 

and t as shown in equation (20). 

u�� = −u< + x<+3x>t + 3xt> + t<                    (20) 

u�x, 0� = x  ,		u�0, t� = t		,			u�0,0� = 0              (21) 

Solution: 

u�� = ∂>u
∂x ∂t 			→ 			 ∂∂x @∂u∂xA 			→ 			putting ∂u

∂t = U 

The equation will be: 

��
�� = −U< + x< + 3x>t + 3xt> + t<                  (22) 

By applying Laplace transform on equation (22) with 

respect to x, we get: 

L�
��
�� = L��x< + 3x>t + 3xt> + t<� − L��u<�          (23) 

Su�s, t� − U�0, t� = 	 L�%x< + 3x>t + 3xt> + t<& − L��u<� (24) 

Su�s, t� − t = * E
(F + E

(G t +
<
(� t> + t<+ − L��u<�          (25) 

U�s, t� = *�( +
E
( +

E
( t +

<
( t> + t<+ − '

( L��u<�         (26) 

Taking inverse Laplace of the equation (26): 

 U�x, t� = *t + �F
H + x<t + <

> x>t> + t<+ − L�)' '
( L��u<�  (27) 

����,��
�� = *t + �F

H + x<t + <
> x>t> + t<+ − L�)' '

( L��u<�    (28) 

Applying Laplace transform on equation (28) with respect to t: (28) 

SU�x, s� − U�x, 0� = L� *t + �F
H + x<t + <

> x>t> + t>+ − L� @L�)' '
( L��u<�A	                                     (29) 

SU�x, s� = x + * '
(� + �F

H + �G
(� + <

(G x> + E
(F+ − L� *L�)> '

( L��U<�+                                                (30) 

U�x, s� = 	 �( + * '
(G + �F

H + �G
(G + <��

(F + E
(I+ −

'
( L� @L�)' '

( L��u<�A                                                (31) 

Using inverse Laplace transform on equation (31): 

U�x, t� = *X + ��
> + �F

H + �G��
> + ���G

> + �F
H + − L�)' '

( L� @L�)' '
( L��u<�A                                            (32) 

Derivation  

���
���� 			→ 	 �

			�� �
��
���→ 

��
�� = t + x<t + <

> x>t> +       (33) 

Differentiate equation (32) with respect to x: 

→ 
�
�� = 3x>t + 3xt>                         (34) 

∴ ���
���� = 3x>t + 3xt>                       (35) 

U���x, t� − 3x>t − 3xt> + L�)' '
( L� @L�)' '

( L��u<�A     (36) 

The following equation shows the general form for the 

correction functional after solving the equation (36) with 

u6 = 	x + 	T and using Lagrange multiplier  λ = −1 and then 

substituting them in the correction functional equation: 

U./'�x, t� = 	U.�x, t� − 0 0 λ�t��u.����x, t� − 3x>t − 3xt> + ���
���� *L�)' '

� L�L�)' '
� L��u.�<+�

6
�
6 dtdx                    (37) 

�u6����x, t� = �
�� �

��M
�� � → �

�� �1� = 0	, �u6����x, t� = 0                                             (38) 

L�)' '
( L�L�)' '

( L��u6�< 	= 	L�)' '
( L�L�)' '

( L��x + t�< = �F
H + �G��

> + ���G
> + �F

H                               (39) 

�
�� �

��
��� = �

�� �x<t + <
> x>t> + t<� = 3x>t + 3xt>                                                     (40) 

The correction functional: 
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U'�x, t� = U6�x, t� − 0 0 �0� − 3x>t − 3xt> + 3x>t		 + 3xt>�
6 dtdx�

6                                        (41) 

U'�x, t� = x + t − 0 

∴ U' = x + t 
U' = U6 

U> = U' = U6 = x + t 
U. = x + t 

∴ u�x, t� = lim.→; u.�x, t� = x + t                                                              (42) 

The solution of example 1 showed that the exact solution 

of this equation is achieved after just one iteration since lim 

un=u0= x+t. The same exact solution was achieved using 

other solution methods used by other authors [1, 6-10, 14], 

yet, these methods required more than four iterations while 

the proposed LS-VIM method achieved the exact solution 

after a single iteration only. This in fact has a great impact in 

decreasing the effort of processing iteration in complex 

problems. 

3.2. Example 2 

In this example, a more complex second order Goursat 

equation with two variables is solved to evaluate the 

proposed method. Consider the following nonlinear 

inhomogeneous Goursat Problem 

u�� = −u> + e>� + e>� + 2                         (43) 

u�x, 0� = 1 + e�		,		u�0, t� = 1 + e�		, 		u�0,0� = 2     (44) 

Solution:  

u�� = ∂>u
∂x. ∂t 			→ 			 ∂∂x @ ∂

∂tA 

Putting 
��
�� = U 

��
�� = −u> + e>� + e>� + 2e�/�          (45) 

Taking the Laplace transform with respect to x: 

L� ���
��� = L�%e>� + e>� + 2e�/�& − L�%u>&       (46) 

Su�s, t� − U�o, t� = L�%e>� + e>� + 2e�/�& − L�%u>&   (47) 

Su�s, t� − �1 + e�� = * '
()> + e>� + >RS

()'+ − L��u>�    (48) 

Divide equation (48) by S: 

U�s, t� = '/RS
( + '

(�()>� +
R�S
( + >RS

(�()'� −
'
( L��u>�        (49) 

Applying inverse Laplace transform for equation (49): 

U�x, t� = 1 + e� + e>� + e>� + 2e�/� − L�)' '
( L��u>�  (50) 

����,��
�� = 1 + e� + e>� + e>� + 2e�/� − L�)' '

T L��u>�   (51) 

Taking Laplace transform with regards to t: 

SU�x, t� − U�x, 0� = 	 L�%1 + e� + e>� + e>� + 2e�/�& − L�L�)' '
T L��u>                                      (52) 

SU�x, t� − �1 + e�� = 	 L�%1 + e� + e>� + e>� + 2e�/�& − L�L�)' '
T L��u>�                                  (53) 

SU�x, t� 	= 	 �1 + e�� + *1 + '
T)' + e>� + '

T)> + >RU
T)'+ − *L�L�)' '

T L��u>�+                                 (54) 

Divide by S: 

U�x, t� 	= �'/RU�
T + *'T + '

T�T)'� +
R�U
T + '

T�T)>� +
>RU

T�T)'�+ − *'T L�L�)' '
T L��u>�+                               (55) 

Taking Inverse Laplace transform: 

U�x, t� = 1 + e� + 1 + e� + e>� + e>� + 2e�/� − L�)' *'T L�L�)' '
T L��u>�+                               (56) 

∴ �����,��
�� �� → ��

�� = e� + 2e>� + 2e�/� − L�)' *'T L�L�)' '
T L��u>�+                                        (57) 

��
�� = 2e�/� − ���

���� *L�)' '
T L�L�)' '

T L��u>�+                                                           (58) 

U�� = 2e�/� − ���
���� *L�)' '

T L�L�)' '
T L��u>��+                                                        (59) 
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By substituting (59) in the correction function and using the Lagrange multiplier λ = −1, also continuing by selecting 

U6 = e� + e� from the used boundary conditions we get: 

U./'�x, t� = U6�x, t� − 0 0 ��u.����x, t� − 2e�/� −�
6

���
���� *L�)' '

T L�L�)' '
T L��u>��+�

6 �dsdx                         (60) 

U' = e� + e� −                                                                                   (61) 

∴ U' = e� + e� 

U' = U6 

U> = U' 

U. = e� + e� 

∴ u�x, t� = lim.→;u.�x, t� 

u�x, t� = e� + e�                                                                                   (62) 

Similar to the case presented in example 1, the exact solution 

of the equation is obtained after a single iteration when LS-VIM 

is use. The solution is similar to the results obtained by other 

authors [1, 6-10, 14] except the fact that in the mentioned 

references above the exact solution was achieved after many 

iterations. Despite the difficulty of achieving the exact solutions 

of such equations compared to the equation in Example 1, the 

exact solution of this equation was achieved after only one 

iteration using the proposed method. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, the Laplace substitution-Variational iteration 

method is introduced and used to solve Goursat problem. The 

results obtained from solving the two examples showed that the 

proposed method can provide the exact solution by only a single 

iteration. Comparing results with other methods in solving the 

same equation, can be concluded that this method can minimize 

the number of iteration rapidly to reach the exact solution. The 

proposed method is considered as a strong and reliable 

mathematical tool as compared to other methods to solve more 

complicated/advanced nonlinear partial differential equations. 
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